


In 1956, in a small factory in Whitechapel in the 
East End of  London, Arnold Fulton, inventor and 

Mechanical Engineer, began designing and producing 
umbrellas, and Fulton Umbrellas was born. Arnold’s 
fascination with innovation and reliability, heralded  

a new era of  development the umbrella industry  
had never seen before. 

Today, Fulton is headed up by Arnold’s son Nigel, with 
the same core principles of  excellence and innovation. 
Fulton was honoured to be granted a Royal Warrant to 

Her Majesty The Queen in 2008 and the company is now 
a global umbrella brand recognised in over 30 countries 

for its technical excellence and fashion design. 
Recognising 60 years of  British heritage, Fulton has 

developed its most exclusive range, the Diamond 
Collection. Combining the most luxurious woven fabrics, 
beautiful woods, fine leather and detailed hardware, this 
collection blends the highest quality features with the 

most advanced technical performance frames. 



The Marquise folding umbrella is the perfect option for women  
with a minimalistic yet elegant style. The silver jacquard floral canopy 
design, enamelled brand hardware, leather handle and matching case 
with bow detail make it the perfect accessory for both day and night. 

The Marquise

The aluminium and fibreglass frame 

gives the umbrella a lightweight 

strength, and the large 94cm canopy 

ensures protection from the elements.

The Marquise - Jacquard Floral Print L852



The Princess - Pink Foulard Print  L850
The Princess is a stylish accessory for women that elevates any outfit. With a leather 
handle, a metal tipped leather ferrule, and luxury pink foulard woven fabric, UV rated 
to UPF50+, this sophisticated and chic design guarantees standout from the crowd. 
Opening to a 102cm canopy span, with fibreglass ribs for a lightweight strength,  
this umbrella ensures extensive protection from the rain or sun. 

The Princess

The umbrella also comes with  

a stylish matching fabric storage 

case with leather detail.



Comprising a lightweight aluminium 

and fibreglass frame and matching fabric 

storage case, the Asscher fits easily into 

any jacket pocket or briefcase.

The Asscher - Mono Houndstooth  G853
Easy, stylish and compact, the Asscher is a convenient and practical accessory for 
busy men on the go. The mono houndstooth canopy in woven fabric, which opens 
to a 97cm span, and soft-feel handle with matching detail delivers a distinctly modern 
feel.  With the automatic open & close mechanism, the umbrella easily opens and 
closes at the press of  a button.

The Asscher



The Radiant - Tonal Herringbone  G851
With a sleek and elegant design, the Radiant is the ultimate discerning gentleman’s 
accessory for any occasion. The clean-cut herringbone canopy, UV rated to UPF50+, 
and classic wooden handle, shaft and ferrule, make it the perfect transitional piece 
from day to night. 

The Radiant

The large 107cm canopy span, and 

robust fibreglass frame allows widespread 

coverage, whilst the design is completed 

with a matching fabric storage case with 

leather detail.
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